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As we entered into a new, semi-normal school year, the fate of the magazine or
in the past two years, I wanted our year-long theme to be expansive. I wanted
something that our writers could find comfort and discomfort in, to push boundaries
Our theme, Ekphrasis, means “art inspires art”. Art is essentially cyclical. Our senses
adopt and adapt, and as creatives, we regenerate that into our own form. Through
TEMPO’s categories of creative writing, poetry, interviews, reviews, and research,
the fall publication focuses on the art we can hear. From the melodies that defined
generations, to the protest chants on the street, this issue embodies the impact of
those notes as they are released. We dive to discover the personal in songs and
how a few minutes can become our life’s soundtrack. The start of this magazine
quotes the great David Bowie in saying, “Tomorrow belongs to those who can hear
it coming.” I believe this reflects the vision of our community moving forward from
such trying times and attempting to find the music where we can.
This publication would not have been possible without the devotion of our talented
writers, designers, and advisors. I would also like to extend a special thank you
for the guidance and hard work of my fellow TEMPO staff members: Sage Short,
Amanda Fiucci, and Desirae Jones.
Go forward and listen for tomorrow. I hope you enjoy.
Best,
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How Does Coastal
Listen to Music?
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Live from NY: It’s Issues with the Music Industry!
An interivew with Dr.Weinhold
By Amanda Fiucci

Since its 1975 origin, Saturday Night Live racked

everything. That may take something we thought

up an impressive amount of awards and overall

was simple, or we thought was really funny, or we

credibility for its guests, sketches, and of course,

thought was really fine and help us to realize ‘Oh wait

comedy. Recently, SNL has increased its popularity

a minute, there’s something else going on there and

with its comedic music videos. However, these videos

I’m not so sure if I liked that I laughed,” said Dr. Weinhold.

are much more than something to laugh about. They
actually have a much deeper and serious meaning.
The videos and songs are trying to send people
messages about issues rooted in our society and the
music industry through satire. These messages and
meanings tend to fly over the heads of many viewers.
However, some viewers can identify the meanings
that are candy coated in a comedic disguise. One of
these observant viewers is communication scholar,
Dr. Wendy Weinhold, a professor at Coastal Carolina
University. Dr. Wendy Weinhold does qualitative and
critical analysis of SNL music videos to then decode
the meanings and underlying messages.
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One video she has used during a lesson in her
communication theory class is “Welcome to Hell.” She
said “ ‘Welcome to Hell’ was written at an important
time in US history, during the #MeToo Movement. It
was aired on NBC four days after the firing of Matt
Lauer for sexual harassment.” Dr. Weinhold explains
the music video as using girl-pop-glam to satirize
female groups such as the Spice Girls and Katy
Perry. The image of girl-pop-glam is a lot of pink,
glitter, and glamorous (almost childish) fashion. The
video also contained high, sometimes valley girlish
voices, and the use of props such as lollipops to be
used in a sexualized manner. It also uses the idea

Dr. Weinhold said SNL saw the potential in music

of the sexualization of young women to call out its

videos and she saw the benefit of using them as a

wrongfulness. It can be easy to miss the message due

way of learning. She uses SNL music videos in many

to what is happening visually and the catchy tune of

of her communication classes to help aid the lessons.

the song. However, Dr. Weinhold pointed out that if

“That’s why I love SNL as a teaching tool. It’s those

you listen to the lyrics you can hear them talk about

conversations after that we can always have about

misogyny, women’s rights, women’s suffrage, Black
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women, and other minorities being marginalized.

Lives Matter offers us, it’s their a reminder that actions

To this day, “Welcome to Hell” is one of the most-

have consequences, choices have consequences. If

watched SNL music videos with over 15 million views.

the music industry wants a better world, the music

Dr. Weinhold briefly spoke about the SNL music
video “Permission.” She notes the song and video
looks at and satirizes rap and hip hop, as well as the

industry needs to be better. And I think that that’s
ultimately the goal of any bit of satire, not just
SNL, right?”

“misogyny and sexualization of women in that type of

There are musicians challenging the overbearing

music.” “Permission” depicts what it “would be like if

industry, such as Lorde, Adele, Lizzo, and Harry Styles.

a rapper fought against the sexualization of women

Dr. Weinhold says that the best artists in the industry

and how the commercial industry commodified

take up the reflective work seen in SNL in their own

black men and black women identities.” This song

work. There are many women artists who are trying

specifically attacks the music industry and the many

to spread body and gender positivity. Harry Styles

men in it degrading women. Many SNL music videos

and Lil Nas X are of the few male artists who bring

have this in common: they speak on huge social

light and acceptance to bending binaries. Even when

issues often supported or portrayed harmfully in the

wearing feminine clothes, they are still seen as hyper-

music industry.

masculine and are helping redefine masculinity.

What the music industry creates is harmful and not

Dr. Weinhold does not think we are encouraged to

has changed in its morals. In fact, Dr. Weinhold says

think very deeply about our music and its messages.

that the change happening in the music industry

However, she believes we need to go deeper than

is “regressive.” “What is being said and the visual

just analyzing songs. She said “what is important is

imagery is even more regressive today. It only

thinking about the underlying motives of the industry.

contributes to the over emphasis of appearance and

What does it cost us to enjoy music that ultimately

body shapes. Things that don’t have anything to do

contributes to racism, sexism, abuse of substances,

with the best part of being a person,” said Weinhold.

homophobia, and transphobia? Why put our money

Dr. Weinhold said that after the release of “Babys

towards something that takes us backward? Think

Got Back,” many people wanted body modifications.

of the larger consequences of us giving money to

She says that the music industry will not listen to

something that profits off of discrimination.”

the sketch show’s criticism of it, even if it could
learn from it. She says “the music industry could
learn from SNL. If you look at what campaigns and

Discrimination should not be something to
profit from.

movements like Me Too, and Times Up, and Black
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Moon Song: Reimagined
By Brittney Plusnick

Dear
Do you remember the day that we swam in that pond

time to learn anything about sports. I am sorry. I lost

on our walk home? I haven’t taken that way home in

count of how many beers you had when you finally

awhile. Today I did and it crossed my mind. I doubt

asked, “Can I walk you back?”

that the memory holds as much weight for you. Maybe
you don’t even remember it at all.

You led the way, pulling a door you were supposed to
push and cursing at yourself for making that mistake.

You asked to walk me home

Your apartment building was closer to the bar than

But I had to carry you

mine. I worried that you only offered to walk me back

That night, I left and went to the bathroom, and for
a few minutes I stood in front of the mirror. I tried to
fix my hair, holding it up in a ponytail and dropping
it down several times before finally deciding to leave
it, using my fingers to comb through and fix it more. I
wiped underneath my eyes to remove fallen mascara.

because you were being nice and I never declined
to spend a moment with you. You ignored what I
said and kept walking in my direction. You tripped
over branches in the parking lot and potholes on the
street. I kept having to pull you back to the side of the
road. You still didn’t pay attention to your feet.

You probably would have laughed watching me do

We walked for ten minutes before you paused,

this, accusing me of trying to look good just for you. I

grabbing my hand, smiling with your mouth closed.

probably would have denied it then, but now I think I

I’m sure I gave you some puzzled look before you

would laugh with you and say, “well of course.” When

wrapped your arms around me. I probably thought

I walked back towards the seating I could hear your

how sweet and strange that you stopped to hug me

conversation from the back of the bar. You were in

right here and then. Then you pulled us towards the

a heated debate about some player for a team you

edge of something, and we hit water.

liked or maybe you didn’t like them. I never took the
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And you pushed me in

I wondered when I would see you next. Probably

dream just trying to talk to you, but I forgot what to

were worried about your health and we were going

And now my feet can’t touch the bottom of you

months from now. I imagined you turning around and

say and this turned into some nightmarish thing. I

up to the hospital for x-rays like every other week, all

saying,“never mind, can I be here with you?” I thought

became so anxious about what I need to say and

I could think of was how she was the one who gets to

about how silly it is to love someone that much. To

am trying to tell you, but nothing comes to me. The

hold your hand, not me. It didn’t seem fair, because

spend the gaps that we are apart only missing you.

dream ends just like that. I never get it out.

you are always there for me, holding me.

splashing water around us. Your hair looked almost

So I will wait for the next time you want me

if I could give you the moon

When you saw the dead little bird, you started crying

black when it was wet. The features of your face were

Like a dog with a bird at your door

I would give you the moon.

But you know the killer doesn’t understand

Now I’m dreaming

Maybe this is my subconscious, because there are

I understand why we haven’t been in touch, things

And you’re singing at my birthday

things I never told you. Speeches I always wanted

have been very busy for you. I know that. But I hope

I’ve never seen you smiling so big

to make, but never had the nerve to. Not saying I do

you know that I will always be here.

It’s nautical themed

now, actually every time I try to write out how I feel I

You couldn’t have

And there’s something I’m supposed to say

can’t find the words. I don’t know how to explain how

Stuck your tongue down the throat of somebody

But can’t for the life of me remember what it is

much love I have for you. I’m also just terrified to say

The water was cold. The moon and street lights
reflected light on the currents. I looked around for
you. Your head popped up right in front of me,

hidden by the lack of luminescence until you brought
yourself closer to me. I opened my mouth to yell at
you but you kissed me and the anger dissipated,
floating downstream.

Who loves you more

I am writing to you, because not only do I miss you,

it, because I know nothing matters this much to you.
I don’t even think it’s appropriate for me to say, but

When we finally got to my apartment door, we were

but I wanted to tell you about the dream I had last

still dripping on the doormat. I rehearsed asking you

night. We were at my birthday party-- could you

to stay, but before I gathered some courage to invite

imagine me having a nautical themed birthday party?

You are sick, and you’re married

you inside, you kissed me goodbye for a while. We

I’m sure you are laughing at me right now. Maybe I

And you might be dying

stood there tangled in wanting until you pulled away,

will have one if, and only if, you agree to dress as a

But you’re holding me like water in your hands

turned towards the hallway, and told me to have a

pirate. Anyway, in my dream you were singing with a

good night. Your shoes squeaked as you walked and

toothy grin across your face. You looked so happy the

left a trail of water droplets.

whole time and I kept opening my mouth to speak
but then the words never came out. I spent the entire

you should understand why I would feel this way.

I usually don’t talk about her to you. I pretend she
doesn’t exist, because I feel like loving you this way
when she is there makes me a bad person. When you

Love,
your moon
(Inspired by “Moon Song” by Phoebe Bridgers from
the album Punisher)

You stand on the beach as a breeze blows in off the

You sit up as the scratching becomes more insistent.

coast, tousling your hair. You stroll along the Carolina

Your blood freezes and you are petrified, helpless.

shoreline—cold, salty water lapping at your ankles.

Your gaze is fixed on the doorway, and only the

Your ears are full of static rumblings; you close your

doorway, as the sound grows louder.

eyes, feel yourself slipping away, your spirit flying out
over the ocean. After a moment, your body follows,
taking one step into the waves, then another...

weighted blanket, a wet fog filling your lungs and
choking you. It swings wider, hinges groaning in fear,

orb. It is purple, shimmering, and the foggy glass

and your head is pounding as the shadows begin to part.

sound like a voice, and yet not. The ocean’s roar
crashes like a whisper, and the static twists into an
unknowable shape as it winds through the spirals of
your inner ear.

By Brandon Davis

room. A cloud of malice descends upon you like a

You fall face-first into the sand. At your feet lies an
swirls as you pick it up. A ringing fills your ears, a

The Mermaid

The door cracks open and a presence seeps into the

You stare at the figure illuminated in your doorway.
Her visage is at once disturbing and beautiful, her
blue-grey skin giving off a corpse’s dull shine. Rows
of tightly-packed scales climb her limbs, and a pair
of pulsating gills fan out from her neck with each raw

Moonlight spills down from the night sky, spreading

gasp of oxygen. Her face is angular, though her eyes

across the bedroom floor like sea slime as the tide

are bulbous, irises shimmering with opalescence. She

creeps up the beach behind your house. Waves

blinks through a tangled mass of stringy, black hair,

tumble up the shoreline, murmuring as they break

sopping wet and dripping onto the floor. You feel

against land and crawl back out to sea. The sound

your heart racing, and you know what she is:

fills your ears as you lie with the clamor of your own
thoughts. You do not hear as something emerges
from the deep.
You do not hear the slap of wet feet against the sand.
You do not hear something stumble up your front
steps, nor do you hear its claws scratching at your
front door. You do not hear it slip inside, webbed feet
sticking to the kitchen floor tiles.
It shambles down the long hallway, and the first
sound you do hear is the ragged breathing outside
your bedroom door, followed by nails raking vinyl.

A Mermaid.
She snarls, lips pulling back to reveal large, serrated
teeth. You notice the shard of weathered sea glass
in her hand as she raises it, glinting like a dagger in
the moonlight. She makes a throaty, gurgling sound
as she approaches the foot of your bed, crawling up
onto the mattress. She’s practically on top of you now,
droplets of water sliding down her hair and falling
onto your face.
Your hand grasps her wrist as she’s about to bring
the dagger down on top of you, stopping her. Your
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gazes meet, and something passes between you. She

You breach the rippling waterscape, gasping. Waves

gently against your palm as she takes your hand,

suddenly she is kissing you. You taste the salt water

stares, her eyes wide and inscrutable. She shudders,

wash over you, carrying you further and further out.

leading you. Sitting on the edge of your bed, she

on her skin and lose yourself in her strength and

and the knife falls from her hand and clatters

Rising from the depths, you hear the tantalizing

takes the crystal ball back into her lap.

softness, as the fog continues to roll in.

harmlessly to the floor. She pulls back, spilling off the

heartbeat of the abyss. It calls to you, and you want it,

bed and wobbling towards your nightstand, where

you want it so bad. You shudder, swimming back to shore.

You sit down next to her as she brings out her

Your phone vibrates on your nightstand, waking you.

dagger. She makes a small cut through her hand and

Your heart sinks when you see the name on the screen.

the orb rests. She hisses at you as she takes it in her

Fog billows into your bedroom, creeping through

holds it over the crystal, squeezing it into a fist. Drops

the open window. Drops of moisture collect on

of thick, blue liquid dribble onto the glass, and soon

your brow and bead up in your hair, and you feel

it is glowing. She waves her unbloodied hand over its

compelled to return to the window.

surface, dispelling the opaque swirls within.

into the dull thunder, you fall back into bed, exhausted.

Nothing.

She hands you the orb, letting you gaze into its

That morning, you get a call from your sister. You

You lean out to draw the casement closed when

clawed hands and hurries out the door. You hear the
sound of her toes slapping against the wood as she
stumbles through your house, down to the beach,
and back into the ocean. As she and the orb fade away

haven’t called in a while, and she’s starting to worry.
You tell her you’re fine, but you know she doesn’t
believe you. She asks about the breakup, and you tell
her it’s no big deal, you’re just taking some time to
process things. She asks if you’d like some company,
and you tell her you’d really rather be alone. You
both hang up with a sigh. The static rush of the waves
floods your head as you stumble to the bathroom to
take your pills.
The rhythm of the ocean rocks you as you wade into
the surf. The sun beats down on your brow, but the
water is cool. Once you get far enough out, you take
a deep breath and dive in. The salt air balloons inside
your lungs, your chest swelling with pressure. You
stay below for as long as you can, but eventually you
are forced to return to the surface.

something catches your eye. It flashes through the
ocean mist, a deep, vibrant purple. You follow its
approach as it glimmers across the beach, over the
dunes. A figure moves through the fog, taking the
orb around the side of your house and through the
front door. You hear a lush, wet sound as webbed feet
slide across the floor. A breath catches in your lungs
as you listen to the damp thuds of someone trudging
down your hall. You turn and see her standing in your
doorway, orb in hand.

depths. You find yourself staring at the skyline of an
underwater metropolis, spires rising from the depths,

When your Ex answers the phone, they sound...
happy. They say they’re just checking in, wondering
how you’re taking things. They ask if you’ve been seeing
anyone, and when you say no, they sound relieved.
You hang up the phone feeling empty. It is a dark
emptiness, beyond that of the abyss.

cast in brilliant, golden hues. Merpeople swim

Tonight.

through the undersea corridors, twisting through

The voice starts as a whisper, then a plea, and then

the waterways with ease, long hair flowing in rivers
around them. This city, in the heart of the abyss; this
is her home.

she’s calling to you, and you know it is her voice. You
emerge into the night air, the dull roar of the waves
guiding you down to the beach.

Atlantis.

You feel a hand on your shoulder, and it is the

As the vision fades, you realize that you aren’t

Mermaid, her smile wide with excitement. She

ready to leave. You want to be there, swimming
and weightless, to abandon all this and be free. The

beckons you, leads you out into the water. She dives,
head-first, disappearing beneath the cresting waves.

The Mermaid fixes you with a wide, bashful stare.

Mermaid takes your hand and slides the crystal ball

You take one last breath, hold it in your lungs and follow.

Shells are strung like beads through her damp

to the floor. She runs her claws up your forearm, her

locks. In the fog, she is a beautiful apparition, the

scales smooth against your skin. The static sound

The ocean washes over you, filling your ears with

scales on her forearms black and glossy. Your ears

rises in your head as she brushes her hair behind her

fill with ocean sounds as she places the orb on your

ears, shells clicking against one another. You feel your

nightstand and approaches you. Her claws rake

pulse quicken, see the Mermaid’s quivering gills, and

an immense silence. And as your last breath runs
out, you think you see the glimmer of Atlantis in the
chasm below.

The Dichotomy of a
Latina Woman
By Marissa Mazariego

I am a Latina woman.
I was born and raised on the mainland United States.

because they all formed into one amorphous entity of

My mother is a white woman from New York. My

something I failed to achieve. Growing up, it was hard

father is an indigenous Latino man from Metapán

to comprehend that there was no visible, physical

who immigrated to the United States at 17 as a

representation of a role model, especially for a Latina

result of the Salvadoran Civil War. I grew up painfully

girl in the South. Thus began my personal doctrine

aware of being mixed race. It has become, in its

of skin bleaching and starving myself of my father’s

own perplexing way, a facet of my personality. As a

native language.

Latina in the United States, there is an unmistakable
mysticism that you carry with you. This almost
spiritual performance of pride preserves a tradition I
tried so hard to recklessly abandon. Being both the
performer and the performance, I am no stranger to
displaying my identity yet shrinking away when it is in
the spotlight of white spaces. Growing up Latina, my
identity has fallen on the extremes of pride and shame.

In Latino culture, music has the same pride that
allows tradition to thrive. Spanish music smells like
spices from Goya and tastes like pupusas on Sunday.
Unlike these delicacies, Spanish words have never fit
comfortably in my mouth. Las palabras lay between
my hard palate and tongue, too tough to swallow
until I’m choking on sentences. Out of some odd
desire to be seen as caucasian, I pulled Spanish

Nonetheless, I have always found myself caught

from my mouth like a decaying tooth. However, no

somewhere in the middle; too white for Latinos, too

matter how intensely I fought it, the language always

Latina for whites. As a mixed race individual, I have

seemed to find a way back to me. Spanish music

mastered the art of assimilation while being eaten

was never meant to be an act of rebellion, but it

alive with feelings of alienation. The perpetual battle

challenged all that I wished to be.

that is my mestiza existence ultimately festered into
resentment. I spent countless nights wondering what
separated me from Hayley Williams or Taylor Swift.
Who I was obsessed with at the time was arbitrary,

In February 2011, I renounced my culture in an
entirely new manner. As it is traditional for Latinos to
be closely-knit with their families, it was traditional
for my dad and I to attend a father-daughter dance.
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Somewhere in a box sits a photo of my dad and I.

music felt burn scars from plucking tortillas off

He, no darker than I am, is seen placing a rose on my

stovetops, the lump in my throat I got from speaking

wrist; a similar floral arrangement rests in his breast

my native tongue – not from my inability to talk,

pocket. My small morena figure is clad in pink and

but from the deeply intimate nature of Spanish

black. Donning a blush undershirt and black tux, he

that moves me to my core. Bands such as Calle 13

matches me in every way possible: dark curly hair,

became staples for the pro-immigration movement.

tanned skin, rich brown eyes, a wide nose and full

By this time, I am several shades lighter than I was

bottom lip.

years before, of which I spent bleaching my skin, but

Prior to this night, I did not feel ashamed to match
my father because he was not adverse to me.
Within a room of white individuals, he was adverse
to everyone else around me. Any attempts at
assimilation were ineffective. Most girls in that room

I abandoned my conquest for caucasity. As a late
teenager, I realized that I could alter my body but not the
thump of Aztec drums that pound in my heart. It won’t
be until this work is published that anyone else but me
knows how much time I wasted resenting my heritage.

were Taylor Swift while I was Selena Quintanilla.

For my senior prom, I left hours early to come home

Spanish music was supposed to taste sweet like

and dance in the living room with my father. He will

mangos y tajin, but that night it was sour and

never be made aware of why we stopped going, but

indignant. I longed for an Americanized version of

I still felt I owed him shaky steps of bachata to “Por

my father; one that danced to English music and

Mujeres Como Tu” by Pepe Aguilar. While I learned to

not bachata. Not only did I feel humiliated by my

take pride in my roots, I still struggle with my identity

adversity, but this lamentation extended to my brown

today. My small but noticeable Spanish accent

father. I grieved for the white girl I could have been;

makes me stand out to my family. My last name was

the darkest crevices of my mind pondered what it

pronounced wrong at graduation. These obstacles

would be like to have a white father instead. I began

don’t make me any less proud of who I am. I can’t

to enact upon my own personal colonization.

imagine a life without blasting our favorite Spanish

The last time I wished I was white was the night of
my quinceañera. Following the summer of 2016, the
United States shifted toward anti-Latino sentiments.
Spanish music was never meant to be an act of
rebellion, but it quickly formulated as one. Spanish
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music, a life without showing the world what I tried so
hard to hide.

— Latina.

The air sticks to the windshield in an oppressive summer
heat that will not give way to the change of the seasons.
But change is inevitable. I hear the glass begin to crack
under its pressure. Fleetwood Mac’s “Go Your Own Way”
plays softly between the static, my radio still caught in
another state. The park before me has cleared away for
dinnertime, so only the wind lazily plays on the swingset.
I stare at a sun too relaxed, sunken in a hammock of pink
and purple.

How to be Rid of Ghosts
in Parking Lots

I feel your presence in the passenger seat, even though
you would’ve never let me drive.
Loving you...Isn’t the right thing to do...
It has been two, three, four years since you left, or I fled, to
the sunnier skies, stronger waves, and softer beaches of
the Carolinas. Believing in the bigger, grander things that
lie in teal hallways and not in this parking lot in this pit stop
of a town.
But I still feel the impact, like a wave that keeps coming
and crashing. But who is the moon that controls this never
ending tide? Me or you? I turn up the music just to drown.
Tell me why...Everything turned around...packing up...
Dusk approaches, the materials are all set in the back seat,
memories not yet gone. I wish you would’ve taken them
when you, I, we, left. But they remained, like your words,
an echo.
I don’t like endings so I fill them with beginnings.
Yet, I am afraid to leave my car; to heal my favorite bruise
to poke.

By Kelsie Crough
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“I don’t believe in ghosts!” I shout to the empty seat.
“I do not believe in ghosts, but you’re still here. You sit
here in the back of my mind, telling me how I can’t come
home, it won’t be the same. I need to be rid of ghosts.”
You can go your own way...
I need to be rid of ghosts.
Go your own way...
I need to be rid of ghosts.
You can call it...Another lonely day...
IneedtoberidofghostsIneedtoberidofghostsIneedto
beridofghostsIneed...
Go your own way...
Ghost towns are not abandoned saloons in the west.
They are dreary, empty parking lots. The one you got
dumped in, the one you fought your best friend in,
the one you found out the world was ending in. And I
need to be rid of it.
You can call it Another lonely day...
The backseat is full. I packed the contents of my
room. It sits in a composite of the girl I once was.
She sits there, a shadow that holds only shards of
shattered organs: a ghost.
You can go... Static.
I reach for the lighter fluid, the matches. The car is still
running and I am shaking. As I light the match, grief
greets me like an old friend. I cannot help but smile
while it burns.
Static.
I am free.
Static.
Beginnings end in parking lots.
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Music of My Father
By Jennifer Terry

I remember the night I heard my father sing in a bar

It was a bittersweetness that left me breathless. One

five minutes from my house.

minute fine, the next not.

The words, which I can no longer place, floated

His voice felt so familiar, like watching Nickelodeon

through the air, as if they were dancing just for me.

on a Saturday, the nostalgia carrying a pleasant

The lyrics twinkled like stars as they swayed along to

memory to the surface. At the same time, he felt

the music.

distant, his memory drifting away like a boat lost at

All my dad ever sang were covers of country artists:

sea. Over time I learned how to steer.

He Stopped Loving Her Today for my mother. The

It feels different now, hearing my father sing. A

Baby for me. His voice was clear in the car rides,

separate part of me listens, trying to find balance in

singing the lyrics to People are Crazy, replacing

the driver’s seat of my car. I hear his voice and it’s

words with some of his own, ones that fit our family.

as if Ican reach out and feel his presence, his ghost

Years later at his funeral, my father’s voice mingled
with the others in the program.
From the afterlife, he sang from a CD player, bringing
music into a silent, somber room.
I Cross My Heart by George Strait; covered by Timmy Terry.
A song I’ll never forget.

returning for the length of a song.
The music is the same, but I am not. I would like to
think that somewhere, my dad is listening along with
me. When I’m in doubt, my father answers me.
His response? I’m Already There by Lonestar, the next
song that plays..

After his death, I found it hard to listen to his music.
Hearing his voice, knowing
I would never hear it in person again, it was like
running a marathon that never ended.
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I lost my voice.
When I speak, I can’t hear myself.

My Voice
By Hazel Gillete

I stole the voice of a girl,
and I do not know how to return it.
I use music to find my voice.
The singers will teach me how to speak,
they tell me what I should sound like.
When I am immersed in music,
the singer’s voice flows through me.
Maybe my voice has found its way back me!
I try to hit the low notes,
but I can only make high ones.
I would rather let the singers speak,
instead of using this stolen voice.
When will my voice match the low pitch of the singers?
When will I be able to speak for myself?
When will I find my voice?
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The photo on the wall is haunting.

The signals are distorted.

The smiles of what once was, but will never be again

The message is blurred.

The eternal depictions of a brief moment in their history,

The lines smudged on the page.

Before the world shattered at their feet.
Another photo nearby is the same, yet different.

Like a sculpture that you used your hands to shape and form

Of a life that is a goal,

Am I just here to be looked at?

A mere dream.

Like the dusty painting on your wall?

That dream is what I want.

A Bole
By Samantha Connors

Am I just an object in your gallery?

But, I do not want just these brief moments.

Am I like a rusty bell,
Used only for decoration and not its beautiful ring?

I want our memories to live on.

Or am I something more?

I want albums and albums of these moments;

Am I a treasure you try to protect?

Documenting our journey together.

A cherished thing you hold dear?

But what do you want?

I am not certain you know those answers yourself,

It’s like looking out onto the foggy ocean,

But I know that you keep the bottle close.

Seeing no land in sight.

Filling it with all you keep inside.

The waves rocking harshly,

But it’s okay.

With no indication of a calm.

I promise.

I know the storm is coming,

Like a fine wine,

But I want to brave it with you.

That bottle will shatter someday.

You are my shelter.

Now the question is,

What am I to you?

Will I be there to see it open?

Am I a piece of driftwood floating in the sea?
Or am I the annoying fly buzzing by your head?
Do you want to hold me in your arms and call me yours?
Or do you just want pleasure and no attachments?
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Blinding light
Shimmering water
Piercing eyes

Reflections
By Tate Few

Ripples raking sun’s rays
Running, rushing water
The fountain
Crashing through the surface
Somehow soundless as the vacuum of space
Light refracting
Prisms of nature
Breaking through the leaf’s veins
Dull nothingness
Reflections of the world
Light from the calm, orange-tinted sky
Crashing blue sea in a wave of reflections
Inspiring the creation of my words
Glass walls in a maze of mirrors
Light out-of water
Revealing ourselves
Air flowing through the cracks
Liberating light
Found by rays of sun
Sun shattering through the canopy
Like a bullet through the barrel of a gun
Communicating the colorful chorus of the leaves
Mist whispering in the wind
Light creeping through the cracks
Paper, now damp
Releasing its own light
As it falls over the horizon.
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Displacement
By Carissa Soukup

I hear the whistle of the train in my bedroom at home.
Memory cannot transport me like this,
Move my toes into the flattened carpet,
Maneuver me against the window to look down,
Tilt and stare at the blue stripes and steely gray,
As it goes past the vet and the spa and my bus stop.
The rumble of the train shakes the house.
As the barriers go down,
Red lights race up the street,
Dance in time to the warning bells.
I’ve cast my head so many times
To net that great silver fish.
I was in a new town
And I was much older.
The whistle caught me by surprise.
I didn’t know I’d left until I was gone,
Lured by that siren song.
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I Thought I Knew
What Art Was

Meeting you was tantamount to discovering

you voiced your passions and gently reminded

a new song

me it was okay to voice mine.

emanating from a genre I was not
conversant with.

reaching the climax of your melody.

I glanced up from across the table

Our lips touched and for a moment

beholding piercing blue eyes—

I could not breathe.

a type of blue that makes
the waters of Egremni Beach
seem dull in comparison.

ICA PER
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RY
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I locked in on those eyes,

Your chorus echoed
through the hollowness of my heart
bringing an oasis of serenity into my soul

The first note of your melody began.

that I had never experienced before.

I was unsure at first;

I pulled away to look at you.

tempted to skip your song
and replay numerous ululations
of my past attempts at love.

You are an absolute masterpiece
handcrafted by Athena,
composed by Apollo,

The pitch of your ode was intriguing.

and given to me by Aphrodite.

I chose to let it play.

Your song will be on repeat

I chose to keep listening,

in the depths of my being.

wondering if your song may be

Your face will be on display

worth adding to my playlist.

in the gallery of my mind.

Speaking to you was euphoric.

Beethoven would get goosebumps.

The tempo of your song began to build
as liquid gold flowed from your mouth—

Michelangelo would be moved to tears.
You would simply be
and I would simply be yours.
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The Rhythm of a Movement
By Ozzy Whitley

“This will be our response to violence: to make music

more intensely, more beautifully, and more devotedly
than ever before” (Leonard Bernstein, 1963).

Music allows us to relax. It allows us to get hyped up
for an event to deal with anger or frustration, and for

Music has been influenced by society for the greater

ears to be open to a message. The diversity of genres

good in various social justice movements. We saw

provides accessible, listenable content for everyone.

anti-war songs released during the Vietnam War, the

We see the same topics pertaining to social justice

rise of female-led bands associated with feminism

initiatives being discussed amongst genres like

amongst the second wave, and late 90s style rap that

country, pop, rock, rap, and soul. This is significant

called for racial equity. We’re able to use music as a

because it proves that the brain is open to receiving

tool to timeline major events. “A Change is Gonna

information on these social issues in more ways (or

Come” by Sam Cooke was released in 1964, and

genres) than one. A catchy tune carrying an influential

targeted racial injustices. Much later, in 1991, we

message offers a spotlight like no other.

see the release of Red Hot Chili Peppers’ “Power
of Equality,” focusing on the same issues still being
heavily discussed nearly thirty years prior. Most
recently, in 2018, Hozier released “Nina Cried Power”
on his standalone EP by the same name. This song
focuses on Black rights, more specifically, the power
of Nina Simone’s songs in the 1960s. These all
connect to create a chronology of protest.
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How Music Has Inﬂuenced Social Movements

Origins of Musical Traditions
Music has played an integral part in culture throughout
history. In cultural studies, ethnomusicology makes up a
large chunk of communication, celebration, and sharing
oral histories. For lots of African and African American
culture groups, music started as traditional soul, jazz,
and classic rhythm and blues. In the 17th through
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19th centuries, songs like “Follow the Drinkin’ Gourd,”

During the event of Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream”

and “Wade in the Water” were used to communicate

speech, there were scattered performances done

escape plans for those that had been enslaved. It also

by Bob Dylan, Peter, Paul and Mary, Harry Belafonte,

helped to keep some sort of morale in these heavily

Joan Baez, and various others. These artists were all

abused communities. Music like this influenced the

inspired by Dr. King’s mission prior to his speech to

breakthrough and popularity of these genres when it

gather crowds for the event. These same artists later

was adopted and then exploited by white communities.

integrated activism into their individual musical styles.

Protest songs began to stem from music like this

Music in Today’s Protests

in American history. In the 1930s, we began to see
white folk music that addressed topics like labor,
anti-lynching, and the war on drugs. Some of these
songs include “Strange Fruit” by Abel Meeropol,
an anti-lynching activist in 1939, and “John Henry”
by Pete Seeger, a labor activist from 1969. These
protest anthems carried heavy influence as they were
broadcasted for and during major political movements.
Music During the Civil Rights Era

There are a plethora of current events presently that
mimic issues from the past. Remaining problems
of police brutality cause protests to pop up across
the U.S. today. There’s still systemic inequality and
racial inequity in institutions like housing, education,
infrastructure, and economics.
In March 2020, following the death of George Floyd,
protests were rampant all across the country, and
even overseas. In the District of Columbia, late at

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was an advocate for musical

night for many weeks, music blasted all throughout

protest, as it was an effective way to communicate in

the large city. Songs by J. Cole, Kendrick Lamar,

the Civil Rights Era. In 1964, while at a music festival

Tupac, and other hip-hop artists, that are bold

Dr. King says that

enough to confront these issues in their songs,

“God has wrought many things out of oppression.
He has endowed his creatures with the capacity
to create, and from this capacity has flowed the
sweet songs of sorrow and joy that have allowed
man to cope with his environment and many
different situations.“
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were played and reaped. Lyrics were quoted, and
the quotes empowered the Black community. Thus,
messages were able to be recorded in their own
respective genres, each with their own twist. But in
the end, we see the collective goal is the same: to
move toward racial equity in American society.

The Soul of the Silver Screen

By Jensen Smith

When you sit down in a movie theater, with buttered

Some soundtracks, like those of Forrest Gump

Even children’s movies, like the beloved Pixar film

Films such as Interstellar (2014) have a score so

popcorn in one hand and a cold soda in the other,

(1994) and Guardians of the Galaxy (2014) are

Cars (2006) or Disney’s Tarzan (1999) have fantastic

intense, fan theories swirl around it. While Hans

you are greeted by something, often before any

pop anthologies of music, showcasing some of

soundtracks filled with long-time music stars. Phil

Zimmer’s musical stylings send you into deep space,

visuals. This warm hello comes in the form of a film’s

the tunes that have withstood the test of time. You

Collins’ hard hitting drum beats and the twists

there was more thought put into it than meets the ear.

soundtrack. The music floats down from the theater’s

can search for any number of songs, for example

and turns of the ape man’s story are emotionally

Each sound you hear in this film has been carefully

speakers to your awaiting ears, carrying a harsh pang

Rupert Holmes’s “Escape (The Pina Colada Song)”,

charged-- you can’t help but root for Tarzan and

thought over, from rain sounds and cricket noises

at a horror movie, a gentle piano tune for this month’s

Aretha Franklin’s “Respect”, or The Mamas and the

Jane’s love. Cars also includes Rascal Flatts’ “Life is

to a swelling orchestral theme, each with a specific

romantic comedy, or a battle-ready theme in the

Papas “California Dreamin”, and find them to be

a Highway” as its main theme. This song has soul-

intention. These intentions vary; from reminding the

case of the Marvel franchise. No matter the genre or

listed as film soundtracks. These songs can stand

striking chords and invoking lyrics that can exhilarate

viewer how precious our Earth is, to recognizing

year released, film scores and soundtracks resonate

alone, without their inclusion to these films ever

just about anybody, even country music haters.

impending doom. In a specific scene, the viewers

with media consumers. This resonance is nothing to

being mentioned. However, their presence on these

be taken for granted, as the music you hear while

soundtracks elevate both the song itself and the

watching your favorite film could very well be one of

soundtrack in question. The soundtracks, though not

the reasons that you like the film in the first place.

originally scored or being full of uppity orchestral

Even before films with audible dialogue were being
produced, filmmakers relied on proper musical
scores to communicate the mood and themes of their
films to the audience. As time and movie production
technologies moved forward, the filmgoer’s love of a
great soundtrack was certainly not lost. An argument
could even be made that a movie just isn’t a “film”
without the right soundtrack. Could you imagine
watching Pretty Woman without Roy Orbison’s title
track? Of course not.
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music, hold their own when put in comparison with
others in pop culture. These song choices may seem
trivial, but they can make or break your favorite
movie’s soundtrack. Soundtracks full of already
popular hit music can also illuminate these songs to
younger audiences, opening a whole generation’s
mind to emblematic singles from decades past. The
first time I ever heard Creedence Clearwater Revival
or Fleetwood Mac was in Forrest Gump, and these
artists still make me sing at the top of my lungs.

Other films, like Jaws (1975), or Halloween (1978)
have iconic soundtracks, with themes that are
completely recognizable by ear. These tunes are
so ingrained in our popular culture, when you hear
them, you might get goosebumps. When it comes
to the recipe for horror and thriller films, an intense

hear a prominent ticking noise, happening every 1.25
seconds. Each tick you hear is equivalent to one full
day passing on Earth. When the characters return to
their ship, 23 years have passed. The ticking noise
carries the weight of this scene, changing the mood
from unsettling to downright panicky.

score is something crucial. Honestly, could you

Movies and their music go hand in hand. Next time

imagine watching that iconic scene where Chrissie

you find yourself in that dimly lit theater, with your

slips underneath the waves in Jaws, without a musical

hot popcorn and sweating soda, really think about

crescendo and intense, hammering beats? Probably

the film’s score or soundtrack. You might find that

not, just as you can’t imagine watching Michael Myers

the essence of the film itself is in the music you once

stab anyone to a playful Taylor Swift single. Half of

disregarded. You might even say that the soul of

the thrill of watching a thriller movie comes from the

your movie was buried beneath the visuals, hiding

musical score associated with it.

in plain sound.

Album Review:
Plague Mass

By Connor Denny-Lybert

During the 1990s, New York City was a community

process of slow death in a hostile environment’ that

stricken by the AIDS epidemic. At its peak, upwards

directly confronts ‘those who’ve twisted Christ’s

of nine thousand people were dying a year in New

teaching into socially sanctioned condemnation of

York City alone. Campaigns by organizations such

sexual difference.” While writing this trilogy in 1986,

as ACT UP put up billboards and carried signs

Galas’s brother Philip-Dimitri Galas tragically passed

with slogans such as “SILENCE=DEATH”. The view

away from AIDS, which she described as being a

that AIDS was a “gay plague” was quickly being

personal apocalypse, and dedicated this trilogy to

replaced with the reality that it was a disease that

her brother as well as to a close friend who passed

could happen to anybody. It’s still something that

away from AIDS.

thousands of people die of in the United States alone
every year.

Galas’s Plague Mass is a recording of her October
12th and 13th 1990 live performances at the

I think we have pieces such as Diamanda Galas’s

Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York City. The

Plague Mass to thank for the changing perception

performance contains select pieces from her Masque

of AIDS into a public health problem in the 1990s.

of the Red Death Trilogy, with the added element of

Galas’s AIDS activism first started in 1984 with the

performance, with Galas making use of special lights

recording of three albums entitled the Masque of

as well as artificial blood she covers herself with.

the Red Death Trilogy. This included the albums The
Divine Punishment (1986), Saint of the Pit (1986),
and You Must Be Certain of the Devil (1988). Galas
envisioned this trilogy as being a part of a “Plague
Mass,” which she calls, “a documentation of ‘the

When I first listened to this album a year ago, the first
word that came to mind was anger. Galas channels
the most terrifying form of anger imaginable on this
album, becoming a spirit of vengeance, attacking
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those who have wronged the victims of AIDS for

example of this, where the guitars, keyboards, and

to most. Galas has set out to create a disgusting

but with how Galas delivers it, it’s quite convincing.

years. She sings, wails, screams, and makes sounds

other instruments add a menacing backing to Galas’s

piece of art that makes you physically, uncomfortably

Also, considering the personal suffering she has gone

that are impossible to describe with words. On

vocals. “This is the Law of the Plague” has Galas

cringe. Granted, her goal was to make the average

through with AIDS, it’s perhaps one that’s deserved.

“There Are No More Tickets to the Funeral”, Galas

quoting directly from “Amazing Grace” as tribal

listener uncomfortable because the reality at the time

The last song on the album, the piano-led bluesy “Let

moves from soaring vocals, to growls, to spoken

drums and chanting form a dark cloud around her

was uncomfortable. People were fine with LGBTQ+

My People Go”, is a sharp departure from the avant-

word all in the span of a minute. The control Galas

operatic vocals and screams.

people dying of AIDS because they thought that

garde style of the rest of the album. As it concludes,

it was God’s punishment against them, and Galas

Galas proclaims:

demonstrates over her voice is nothing short of
remarkable. Her goal is to channel the feelings of
anger that the LGBTQ+ community felt during that
time, and she is successful in that. She isn’t the only
highlight of this album though, the percussionists on
this album add a simple, effective, and oppressive
sound with their instruments that add atmosphere
to the album. See “Sono L’Antichristo” is the best

The contrast on the album, between being both
hideous and beautiful, makes it hard to have one
clear thought on it. It’s a masterpiece because of

succeeded in bringing attention to that issue through
this piece.

its historical relevance, because of its terrifying and

Plague Mass is a work of unimaginable darkness.

original performance, because it’s the darkest album

When Galas declares herself the Antichrist on “Sono

I’ve ever heard, and because it achieves exactly

L’Antichristo”, her conclusion seems quite clear: if

what Galas envisioned. On the other hand, it’s an

God sends us death and destruction, then what does

awful album. It’s almost unlistenable and alienating

that make the Antichrist? A controversial statement,

“There are no more tickets to the funeral
There are no more tickets to the funeral
The funeral is crowded”

Woody Guthrie: Bridging the Gaps
in American Society Through Music
By Brogan Will

Individuals across America are, in large, at least

He brought this rough and rural American style of

vaguely familiar with the work of Woodrow Wilson

music with him to California, and he performed

“Woody” Guthrie. His most popular song, “This

on a local Los Angeles radio station, KFVD. Shortly

Land Is Your Land”, tells the listener that America is

after landing a job at the radio station, he was let go

not for the few, but for us all. However, most do not

for his support for left-wing movements across the

know much about Guthrie past that. For decades,

states. Guthrie never identified with the communist

he roamed across the United States singing songs,

label but his opinions tended to support the rights of

uniting people wherever he went.

ordinary citizens over the interests of the wealthy and

Born in rural Oklahoma to a modest family, Guthrie
did not begin his life as a musician. His family could
not afford any musical instruments. However, Guthrie

saying, “Left wing, right wing, chicken wing…it don’t
make no difference to me.”

seemed to have a natural affinity for music and could

Guthrie’s music reflected these often contested

remember songs and tunes after hearing them only

political leanings. His most well known song “This

once. Following his mother’s death from Huntington’s

Land is Your Land” actually has a “missing” final verse:

disease, a neurological disease which affects brain
cell functions, and his father’s poor business dealings
in Texas, he left the plains and headed for California
just as the Dust Bowl was ravaging the American
West. While living with his father in Texas, Guthrie
often skipped school and played music on the
street for any downtown passer-by spare change.
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politicians. Guthrie was often quoted in interviews as

There was a big high wall there that tried to stop me.
The sign was painted, said ‘Private Property.’
But on the backside, it didn’t say nothing.
This land was made for you and me.
This verse questions the idea of private land holdings
that so often separated classes of people. The
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“missing” verse refers to this time in America where

seemingly pandering to American blue-collar workers

association with the Communist Party or the Soviet

while not discussing any of the issues affecting them.

Union could land you banned from the air waves or

Although not all musicians of the modern country

worse: in prison. Guthrie’s songs touched on a variety

scene follow this narrative, it’s interesting to see such

of topics. From the heroine Lyudmila Pavlichenko, the

a vast change. Guthrie’s friend, and fellow musician,

famed Red Army sniper:

Pete Seeger, once said, “Songs are funny things.

Miss Pavilichenko’s well known to fame
Russia’s your country, ﬁghting is your game
The whole world will love her for a long time to come,
For more than three hundred Nazis fell by your gun
to the struggles that Americans faced during the
Dust Bowl:
My brothers and my sisters are stranded on this road,
A hot and dusty road that a million feet have trod;
Rich man took my home and drove me from my door
And I ain’t got no home in this world anymore.
Music has a way of bridging the gaps in American
society and uniting a variety of different people.
Today’s country music, which sprang from the
groundwork that Guthrie and others put forth is
very different. In today’s modern “stadium country”
a majority of the songs that get top radio play are
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They can slip across borders. Proliferate in prisons.
Penetrate hard shells. I always believed that the right
song at the right moment could change history.” And
change history Guthrie did.
Before passing of Huntington’s disease, just like
his mother in 1967, he left a legacy of resistance
and exposed the effects of politics gone astray. He
inspired modern musicians like Tyler Childers, Colter
Wall, Aida Victoria, and his own son, Arlo Guthrie,
to continue the charge of writing music that would
question the status quo and further push the needle
of progress forward. Today, you can visit the Woody
Guthrie Center, which is located in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
At the center, you can view original song lyrics,
his instruments, and more. Thank you Woody—your
memory lives on in the hearts of many, including mine.

The Passion or the Hype?
By Durell Smiley
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Who’s music is art?

How is music art?

Why is music art? How is music art? Who’s music is art?
Popular music is more of a meme than artistry
nowadays. Plagues of wanna-be Pitchfork writers
ask “Where is Frank Ocean?” and debate “Donda >
CLB” all whilst other people are “ratioing” each other
under music posts. All this discourse alludes to the
“hype” becoming dominant to the sound.
Art in music is someone pushing boundaries and
letting all their creativity flow to a catchy tune. With
the extension of platforms, there has been a spike
in authentic musicians and their breaking out of
whatever bubble they got placed in by the industry.
Miley Cyrus broke her Hannah Montana bubble by
shaking her butt on stage with Robin Thicke. Lil Nas
X broke one hit wonder status by, honestly, too many
occurances to list. Taylor Swift is re-recording her old
music because of a master’s dispute. These things
don’t make artists anymore artistic, but it puts them
on the path for artistic freedom. In all my years of life
I never thought I’d enjoy seeing men strip in a prison,
then I watched Lil Nas X’s “Industry Baby” music video
and I’d be lying if I said I only watched it once.
Like all art, expression can be interpreted by artists
in varying ways, each more unique than the last. In
2021, the key is to master this along with the notion
of the “hype.” Kanye West held three listening parties,
each one getting more unsettling as they went on,
only to end up releasing a beautiful dedication to
his mother. The buzz around these listening parties

There are some artists who stray from the public eye
and only release music when they see fit. Whereas
the Beatles used to release albums months apart,
now the great comebacks of “retired” musicians
cause more uproar than ever. Nonetheless, the
uproar is not always synonymous with critical acclaim.
For instance, Lorde had not released an album in four
years, but her happy critique of influencer culture on
her latest album was met with some contempt. She
strayed away from her normal sob-songs (definitely
a different point-of-view for the fans). Nonetheless,
this goes to show the hype to release date ratio is
imperative. Despite the critics now, these sporadic
artists tend to remain household names because of
their iconic music beforehand.
Lastly, there are artists who need to do absolutely
nothing to get people admiring them and their
artistry. Beyonce, for example, could tweet out that
she just released a new album and if you think I
would finish this article before listening to it, I’m
happy that you have that high of expectations for
me. Whether it be a visual album or a regular studio
album, some artists have that gripping effect on
people based on their talent alone.
So, does their talent truly make up their artistry? Is the
marketing genius or the passion the prime composer
of said art? Or, does the hype just make them all
seem better than they are?
Answer: It’s the money.

influenced discussion on social media for weeks,
making the arrival of his album sweeter.

Why is music art?
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Playlists

Album Review:
Plague Mass

The Dichotomy of a
Latina Woman

Soul of the Silver Screen

Music of my Father

The Rhythm of
a Movement

The Passion or
the Hype?

Moon Song: Reimagined

How to Be Rid
of Ghosts
in Parking Lots

The Mermaid

Wood Gutherie:
Bridging the Gaps in
American Society
Through Music

For this issue, each of our writers curated playlists full of tunes they believed

embodied their piece. To enhance your reading experience, open Spotify and
scan the codes below with your phone camera to access the TEMPO account
and listen along!
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Are you interested in contributing to TEMPO?
Contact us at tempoccu@coastal.edu
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